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From breathtaking stop-action animation to bittersweet modern fairy tales, filmmaker Tim Burton has

become known for his unique visual brilliance -- witty and macabre at once. Now he gives birth to a

cast of gruesomely sympathetic children -- misunderstood outcasts who struggle to find love and

belonging in their cruel, cruel worlds. His lovingly lurid illustrations evoke both the sweetness and

the tragedy of these dark yet simple beings -- hopeful, hapless heroes who appeal to the ugly

outsider in all of us, and let us laugh at a world we have long left behind (mostly anyway).
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This is a great collection of drawings and illustrations from Tim Burton which I would definately

reccommend. HOWEVER, keep in mind that the HOLIDAY EDITION is simply the ORIGINAL

EDITION, with the addition of a new holiday themed slip cover. Remove the slip cover and you've

got the same book. Just don't want anyone ordering thinking that it's a new edition with all-new or

additional poems and art. Now that that's out of the way, buy this book! (Either edition, and any time

of the year!)

You don't need to like dark things in order to like this dark book. You don't even need to be gloomy

or sad to read it. This book is just brilliant. It's innocent and child-like tales will transport you to

another level of imagination. You will sympathize with the poor creatures in this book, because they

need to be loved too. You will smile and laugh and empathize. I highly recommend giving this book



as a gift. Everyone i have lent it to, including corporate execs--really liked it. I also highly

recommend "Lenore: Noogies" by Roman Dirge for something similar in terms of art and storyline,

which Tim Burton also praises.

I bought this handsome collection of short poems and stories by Tim Burton, not only because he is

my most favorite director, but also because I was very interested in what his poetry and stories were

like. Although "The Melancholy Death of Oyster Boy and Other Stories" is written as a children's

book, the content consists of some sexual,drug, and just plain macabre stuff. For example, in a

couple poems, like "Robot Boy," a line goes, "He never forgave her unholy alliance: a sexual

encounter with a kitchen appliance." Also, to tell you about the scarce yet present drug content, in

the poem called, "Sue", the beginning is, "To avoid a lawsuit, we'll just call her Sue (or "that girl who

likes to sniff lots of glue"). And lastly,to show you that macabre stuff is present, I can't recite a

specific line because all of them contain some or lots of macabre. But if you truly love Tim Burton,

then this book is a good thing to have. I like the poems in this collection- they are fun to read over

and over, and a great addition to your bookshelf. I just suggest that you don't buy it for a child or an

early reader- it is really for an older kid (like 12 and up) to adult. All in all, I enjoyed this book, and

anyone who loves Tim Burton, likes macabre comedy, and can be mature to some very light adult

content will enjoy having this book!P.S.- I loved "The Girl with Many Eyes"! (It was a clean and

funny poem)!P.S.S.- Not all of the poems contain drug or sexual content!! In fact, most are clean

and clever!

Tim Burton once again surprises and delights us with his new book, "The Melancholy Death of

Oyster Boy and Other Stories". The book is a subvertion to the children's fairy-tale book genre. If

you look at the book and flip through its pages, you'll say it's indeed a children book, and it's

supposed to look like one. But the book has several direct sex and drugs references (i.e., the sexual

problems of Oyster-Boy's parents, and "the girl who sniffed lots of glue"), and most of the characters

of the tales die at the end. Tim Burton, who's given us such wonderful movies as "Edward

Scissorhands", "The Nightmare Before Christmas", and "Pee-Wee's Big Adventure", has now made

a wonderful book, filled with what he's best at, unusual, misunderstood and outcast characters. "The

Melancholy Death..." is a collection of tales of little freak kids who live in deep sadness for not being

understood or accepted. The stories are told through melancholic verses and the illustrations (by

Tim Burton) are simple and extremely elegant. Once you meet characters like Melonhead,

Stick-Boy, The Boy With Nails in His Eyes, Junk Girl, The Pin-Cushion Queen, it gets easier to



understand how Tim Burton could come up with such an original and bizarre film as "Edward

Scissorhands". It's as though he was one of the kids from the book. The references to sex reminded

me of "Batman Returns", where Tim Burton subverted the action-movie genre, turning a Batman

blockbuster movie into an expressionist tale of sex and horror. The Penguin, by the way, makes an

appearance in the book as a child (The Hideous Penguin Boy). "The Melancholy Death of Oyster

Boy" is a wonderful book and a must for any Tim Burton fan.

I have always admired the on-screen work of Tim Burton but had not known about his literary

endeavours. When I was given this book as a present I did not expect much of it even though the

title intrigued me and front cover art work was bizarre. I found this to be a collection of surreal

accounts of abnormal children but still able to touch and allow the reader to endear to these beastly

freaks of nature. The darkness in these stories are reminiscent of much of Burton's film work and

the artwork is almost as powerful as the stories themselves. This book works on every possible level

as it is simple yet sinister enough to be potent. A definite must-read for all those with a slightly

twisted outlook on the world!

I bought this book since I'm a fan of Tim Burton's movies (Edward Scissorhands is one of the most

beautiful movies I've seen). I appreciate Burton's unique drawing style, and I thought I would enjoy

this book. However, it wasn't quite what I expected. I had in mind something more similar to Edward

Gorey's "The Gashlycrumb Tinies" or, at worst, something akin to Angus Oblong's "Creepy Susie."

And while it does have some similarity, I found it much less entertaining. The stories are often little

more than a reiteration of the title, and the verse in the longer stories strikes me as uneven in

rhythm (which may not bother everyone, but i'm admittedly uptight about things like that.) One

solidly redeeming feature about this book is the impeccable design, however. The hardcover edition

is beautifully bound, and the book is cleverly and neatly laid out. Graphic design students might

want to take note of this book solely for that feature, if it can be found cheaply.In summary, I'd say

the book is for hardcore Burton fans, or those who are more open to highly atypical stories. I give it

three stars for effort and design.
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